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Abstract

Large carnivores, such as gray wolves, Canis lupus, are difficult to protect in mixed-use

landscapes because some people perceive them as dangerous and because they some-

times threaten human property and safety. Governments may respond by killing carnivores

in an effort to prevent repeated conflicts or threats, although the functional effectiveness of

lethal methods has long been questioned. We evaluated two methods of government inter-

vention following independent events of verified wolf predation on domestic animals (depre-

dation) in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, USA between 1998–2014, at three spatial

scales. We evaluated two intervention methods using log-rank tests and conditional Cox

recurrent event, gap time models based on retrospective analyses of the following quasi-

experimental treatments: (1) selective killing of wolves by trapping near sites of verified

depredation, and (2) advice to owners and haphazard use of non-lethal methods without

wolf-killing. The government did not randomly assign treatments and used a pseudo-control

(no removal of wolves was not a true control), but the federal permission to intervene lethally

was granted and rescinded independent of events on the ground. Hazard ratios suggest

lethal intervention was associated with an insignificant 27% lower risk of recurrence of

events at trapping sites, but offset by an insignificant 22% increase in risk of recurrence at

sites up to 5.42 km distant in the same year, compared to the non-lethal treatment. Our

results do not support the hypothesis that Michigan’s use of lethal intervention after wolf

depredations was effective for reducing the future risk of recurrence in the vicinities of trap-

ping sites. Examining only the sites of intervention is incomplete because neighbors near

trapping sites may suffer the recurrence of depredations. We propose two new hypotheses

for perceived effectiveness of lethal methods: (a) killing predators may be perceived as

effective because of the benefits to a small minority of farmers, and (b) if neighbors experi-

ence side-effects of lethal intervention such as displaced depredations, they may perceive

the problem growing and then demand more lethal intervention rather than detecting prob-

lems spreading from the first trapping site. Ethical wildlife management guided by the “best

scientific and commercial data available” would suggest suspending the standard method of

trapping wolves in favor of non-lethal methods (livestock guarding dogs or fladry) that have

been proven effective in preventing livestock losses in Michigan and elsewhere.
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Introduction

Large carnivores, such as gray wolves, Canis lupus, are difficult to protect in mixed-use land-
scapes because some people perceive them as dangerous and because they sometimes threaten
human property and safety. Traditionally, governments kill wild animals in an effort to pre-
vent threats to property and safety [1]. However, a recent summary of peer-reviewed studies
that employed experimental or quasi-experimental tests of interventions against carnivore
attacks on domestic animals in farms raised doubts about the functional effectiveness of lethal
methods [2]. Namely, most tests of lethal methods showed no effect or counter-productive
effects (higher livestock losses after intervention), and numerous tests contained biases or
flaws that preclude reliable inference [2]. Two tests using quasi-experimental designs showed
minimal, regional effect of various lethal methods [3] and a strong, local effect of government
trapping and aerial shooting [4], respectively. But none provided the highest standard of evi-
dence [2], which are random-assignment experimental tests of an intervention without bias in
sampling treatment, measurement, or reporting [5, 6]. Higher standards of evidence were
applied to tests of non-lethal methods generally, and two such tests applied the highest stan-
dards that also proved effective in preventing predation events on domestic animals (depreda-
tion). The two methods were fladry (a visual deterrent effective against wolves only, thus far)
and livestock-guarding dogs [7, 8]. A recent controversy over killing wolves in the Northern
Rocky Mountains (NRM) illustrates the difficulty of forming scientific consensus on the effec-
tiveness of lethal methods for preventing depredations when standards of evidence are not
consistent.

Two teams [4, 9] came to opposite conclusions when analyzing very similar data from the
same region and similar period for the Northern Rocky Mountain wolf population. A deeper
look suggests that inferences drawn from these quasi-experimental tests are weakened by
uncontrolled variables (Box 1).

Box 1

One test included only wolf-killing by aerial gunning and several ground-based methods
from 1989–2008 [4], whereas the other included all permitted wolf-killing, including
public hunting, from 1987–2012 [9]. The latter of these two analyses found that killing
more wolves was followed by more livestock losses the following year, using a negative
binomial regression model controlling for multiple variables [9]. However, that test did
not account adequately for the time series underlying several variables that increased
over time. For example, over time the wolf population increased in size and also spread
geographically, thereby exposing more farm animals to depredations. Because the
amount of wolf-killing increased over time as (a) recolonizing wolves left the protection
of a national park and wild areas, and (b) policy changes introduced wolf-hunting in
addition to killing by government agents [4, 10, 11], we should expect the predictors
(wolf-killing, livestock exposed, and wolf distribution) to rise over time in parallel with
the observed rise in domestic animal losses over time, which would make a statistically
significant association spurious if the time trend were not accounted for properly.
Another team conducted the same analysis with the same data while accounting for time
series trends and statistical misspecifications, and results suggest killing wolves instead
led to an increase in attacks on cattle in the same year and fewer attacks the following
year, relative to no killing [12]. However, this analysis seems to have eliminated the pos-
sibility of an underlying effect of wolf population size and did not consider the
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We tested the hypothesis that two treatments (lethal and non-lethal intervention) following
verified depredations had different effects on the risk of a recurrence (occurrence of a subse-
quent depredation) at that site and at neighboring sites at two larger geographic scales. We
tested that hypothesis because the common justification for lethal interventions worldwide is
that eliminating problem individuals, or regional predator reductions, will delay or curtail
future losses immediately, and for at least one year until wolves are replaced [15]. We retro-
spectively examined data collected by state and federal agents in the state of Michigan, USA,
from 1998–2014, using methods similar to [4], with two main differences. The first difference
was that we examined spatial scales beyond the site of the intervention, so we could detect
spill-over effects up to a radius of 16.25 km from the site of the intervention (neighborhood
of township scale; see Methods section below). The second difference was that we included 2
distinct interventions: lethal and non-lethal interventions (pseudo-control, see below). Our
analysis was retrospective and treatments had not been assigned randomly, thus the highest
standard one might achieve would be a silver-standard experiment [2]. With data on the his-
tory and locations of events and interventions, we were able to draw stronger inference than a
simple comparison of means between interventions. But quasi-experimental tests might be
confounded by the effect of time passing (before-and-after) as carnivores, livestock, and people
respond to changing conditions and other aspects of the environment change independently.

We had to consider potential bias in treatment. Field agents apparently made subjective
judgments about where to implement lethal intervention when that was permitted by the fed-
eral government (Table 1 & [16]). Therefore, we had to contend with a pseudo-control as fol-
lows: At times, the state agency opted not to kill wolves or opted to offer farmers non-lethal
deterrents, and the state advised the complainant on protection of livestock. The latter inter-
vention involved communications and possible deployment of non-lethal deterrents (see
below) with unknown characteristics or consistency. We also considered potential measure-
ment errors–that may have been systematic, not random errors–associated with unreported
wolf-killing and unreported depredations, both of which occur in neighboring Wisconsin [2,
14], and are believed to occur in Michigan as well [17, 18].

geographic spread of wolves, an approach that remains to be validated [12]. Proper sta-
tistical control for exposure (encounters between wolves and domestic animals) might
require a measure of geographic spread of wolves, not just wolf and domestic animal
abundances regionally. The remedy would have required spatial information at scales
below that of the region. The authors of the analysis of wolf-killing between 1989–2008
incorporated spatial information, yet did not extend spatial analyses sufficiently, and
limited their data to a time period when only government wolf-killing was legally
allowed [4]. They found a reduction in risk of recurrence subsequent to wolf-killing
within a wolf pack territory. The reductions appeared significant and high in magnitude
after an entire pack was killed, and appeared significant but lower in magnitude when
only part of a pack was killed, compared with no removal [4]. The analysis was restricted
to the affected wolf pack territory, despite the researchers’ own work documenting how
partial removal of wolves could scatter survivors beyond their original pack range [11,
13]. Therefore, the analysis of risk of recurrence of depredations should have examined
neighboring areas and even more distant consequences. The importance of examining
livestock loss beyond the edges of wolf pack territories had been noted [14]. We examine
the analysis of [4] in greater detail in the Discussion.
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Selection bias–or the tendency to apply different interventions to different subjects or loca-
tions based on some anticipated outcome–can powerfully affect the results of experimental
tests [5]. In short, we controlled for spatial variation by comparing an intervention site to itself,
but we could not control for the intervenors’ subjective decisions. In the Discussion, we iden-
tify and discuss potential sources of bias in the dataset provided to us.

Because of the caveats above relating to the strength of inference we might draw from the
uncontrolled ‘experiment’ conducted by the State of Michigan, we regard our conclusions as
preliminary in the same way that other recent published studies should be considered, pending
gold-standard experiments [4, 9, 12]. These studies offer new inferences and testable hypothe-
ses about the effect of interventions, rather than conclusions about the functional effectiveness
of the interventions per se.

Materials and methods

Data sources

The State of Michigan continuously monitored complaints about wolves and annually moni-
tored the wolves themselves, across the Upper Peninsula (42,610 km2). We used the federal
government’s published reports for Michigan’s minimum, late-winter wolf population
(https://www.fws.gov/midwest/wolf/aboutwolves/mi_wi_nos.htm), supplemented by Michi-
gan data provided to the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians after their request through a fed-
eral Consent Decree. Michigan estimated wolf numbers by snow-track surveys, summer
howling, and aerial telemetry of VHF radio-collared wolves primarily [19]. The exception was
wolf-year 2012 when Michigan did not census its wolf population, so we interpolated the mid-
point of the 2011 and 2013 estimates (Fig 1). Our study spanned wolf-years 1998–2015 (calen-
dar-years 1998–2014); a wolf-year t was 15 April of year t-1 to 14 April of year t.

Michigan provided Wolf Activity Reports with 379 entries. The U.S. Department of Agri-
culture Wildlife Services (USDA) investigated many of these incidents since 1990 under state
contract [20]. Hereafter, we refer to Michigan when referring to government responses to
wolf-related complaints, whether by state or USDA field personnel. We discarded 149 entries
that consisted of different categories of wolf encounters: observations, perceived threats to

Table 1. Periods for wolf-killing policy signals in WI and MI, derived from Refsnider [16], ESA sec. 4 10(a)(1)(A) and Humane Society of the U.S.
et al. v. Jewell (U.S. District Court, D.C., 5 1:13-cv-00186-BAH Document 52, 2014).

Period start (mm/dd/yyyy) Period end (mm/dd/yyyy) Federal status Culling**

4/15/1994 3/31/2003 Listed as endangered not allowed

4/1/2003 1/30/2005 Down-listed to threatened allowed

1/31/2005 3/31/2005 Relisted not allowed

4/1/2005 9/13/2005 Sub-permit for culling issued allowed

9/14/2005 4/23/2006 Sub-permit rescinded not allowed

4/24/2006* 7/31/2006 Sub-permit for culling issued allowed

8/1/2006 3/11/2007 Sub-permit rescinded not allowed

3/12/2007 9/28/2008 Delisted allowed

9/29/2008 5/3/2009 Relisted not allowed

5/4/2009 6/30/2009 Delisted allowed

7/1/2009 26/1/2012 Relisted not allowed

1/27/2012 4/14/2012 Delisted allowed

*States identical except sub-permit issuance on 6 May 2006 to Michigan instead of issuance on 24 April 2006 to Wisconsin [16].

**Killing a wolf that posed a threat to human safety was always allowed under ESA sec. 11(a)(3).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189729.t001
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humans or domestic animals, or wolf interactions with hounds engaged in training or hunting,
but which lacked verified depredations on a private property. Discarding perceived threats to
humans should prevent the introduction of some biases, because the Wolf Activity Report
entries suggested that one complainant’s ‘threat’ was another’s ‘encounter’ that did not result
in official complaint, investigation or intervention. Considering the potential biasing effects of
perceived threats that did not lead to a complaint (false negatives), perceived threats that were
simply observations (false positives), and a complete lack of any such reports before 2002, we
felt more secure setting aside all entries lacking depredations and ensuing verification. Also,
wolf interactions with hounds occur under very different circumstances than depredations in
our region [21–24]. In sum, we retained 230 complaints for screening as described below.

We screened complaints for verification and independence between depredations. During the
study period, Michigan verified 499 livestock or farm animals injured or killed by wolves in 230
complaints. Depredations were classified as independent if they occurred on a different date.

Michigan responded in several ways to predation: communication only, provision of non-
lethal deterrents, or lethal intervention. Lethal intervention consisted of live-trapping on or near
the complainant’s property for several days to weeks after a depredation, and if successful, the
state shot one or more wolves caught alive in leg-hold traps (n = 98 wolves killed overall, with
lethal interventions following depredations in 37 occasions, and resulting in the deaths of 56
wolves in 32 interventions and 0 wolves killed in 5 occasions); in a few cases landowners shot
wolves after receiving state permits. We omitted 32 cases in which wolves were killed but were not
involved in depredations; only two of which occurred in the same townships (geopolitical map-
ping area of 36 miles2 or 92.16 km2) as lethal intervention during our study. We did not include
the public hunting season at the end of 2013 because those removals were not targeted at known
complaint sites [25]. Non-lethal deterrence was used primarily when no losses occurred in the
Wolf Activity Reports, so most such interventions were excluded by our screening criteria above.

We refer to any intervention that did not lead to wolves dying as non-lethal, which implies
only that no wolves were killed, but related actions may have entailed a range of communi-
cations with the complainant and other responses, including the provision of non-lethal deter-
rents in some cases. All interventions included communications with complainants but we

Fig 1. Annual Michigan wolf abundance, verified depredations and interventions. Michigan’s annual
wolf abundance (divided by 10 to fit the same y-axis as other variables) and two treatments after verified
depredations. The x-axis shows wolf-years, which span 15 April of year t-1 to 14 April of year t. Overall n = 230
depredations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189729.g001
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had no data to determine if such communications differed between lethal intervention and
non-lethal. Non-lethal deterrents included one or more of the following: cracker shells, hazing
kits, live-traps, lights, or fencing with various materials, including fladry (a loose flagging hung
at regular intervals on fence-lines [26]). We also classified live-trapping (i.e., attempted lethal
interventions) that resulted in no wolves killed (n = 5) as ‘non-lethal’. Differences in non-lethal
methods implemented at different sites could be attributed to costs, judgments by state agents
about effectiveness in a given situation, willingness of livestock owners to deploy certain tech-
niques, or other undocumented factors. Because of the small sample of occasions when non-
lethal deterrents were deployed after depredations (n = 18), we pooled all interventions that
did not lead to wolf-killing as non-lethal, due to insufficient information on whether the deter-
rents were actually implemented by the farmer.

A true control would have enacted all the same procedures and time spent on the complain-
ant’s property without killing wolves, or installing any non-lethal infrastructure. Therefore, we
refer to our non-lethal intervention classification as a pseudo-control because it may have
included different communications or a judgment by a state agent that lethal intervention was
not likely to succeed. However, given that the federal permit for the state to use lethal control
was issued and rescinded several times without regard to events on the ground (Table 1), we
infer that the two treatments we analyzed were largely selected because of the broader govern-
mental timelines rather than the events at a particular property. Independent decisions about
the availability of lethal intervention would reduce the risk of treatment bias [2]. Regardless,
this study represents a silver-standard experiment with possible treatment biases that must be
considered preliminary and examined carefully (see Discussion).

With the preceding criteria, our primary sample of 230 depredations (or depredation
events, by which we mean a verified, independent wolf depredation incident in the Wolf Activ-
ity Report) consisted of 32 depredations followed by lethal intervention, and 198 followed by
non-lethal intervention.

Analyses

We used geopolitical sections (regular units of 1 mile2 or 2.56 km2) as the smallest mapping
units, following [27]. Sections can be read from commercially available road atlases. Some-
times more precise locations were also provided, but inspection revealed that many of these
were simply the latitude and longitude of the center of the section. Virtually every livestock
pasture lay within the borders of a single section. All livestock pastures were on private prop-
erty of much less than 1 section in area (average farm size was 0.3 miles2 or 0.68 km2 in the
Upper Peninsula [28]). The state did not record ownership of pastures or the tenure status of
complainants. All depredation events are presented in S1 Data File with certain personal
details, property information, and precise locations redacted for privacy.

We determined the sequence of depredation events by reference to the date of the com-
plaint on the Wolf Activity Reports. We calculated the delay to recurrence as the interval in
days to the next event in the same vicinity (2.56 km2 section or larger geographic unit, see
below). If there were no subsequent events in the vicinity that calendar year, we censored that
observation of delay to recurrence at 31 December of the same year. Virtually all depredations
occurred in the warmer months [20], with most events occurring in the period March-October
(90%) and only 3% occurring in November or December, echoing results from Edge et al. [18].
Livestock in the Upper Peninsula are kept within enclosed pastures year-round, usually in
small farms, and thus equally available to wolves throughout the year [18, 29]. Therefore, our
decision to measure and censor the delay to recurrence within the calendar year provided at
least 60 days to detect an effect in 97% of events (recurrence at section scales occurred within a
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median of 13 days if it occurred the same year). Had we extended the time horizon as in [4],
we saw a risk of conflating the recurrence of depredation events by later wolves with the treat-
ment applied to prior wolves.

We also examined if depredations recurred at two larger spatial scales. At the intermediate
scale of townships (36 miles2 or 92.16 km2), the area used for measuring recurrence approxi-
mated half the core area of an average wolf pack territory [30]. At our largest spatial scale,
the neighborhood of townships (320 miles2 or 829.44 km2) was equivalent to 9 contiguous
townships centered on a depredation event and>4 times the average core area of a wolf pack
territory [30]. For analyses of risk of recurrence at the township and neighborhood scales, we
replaced the fixed geopolitical unit with a square buffer of the same area centered on each
depredation event (Fig 2). We detected no difference in the sequence of depredation events for
particular areas when using a circular buffer, possibly due to the coordinates for depredation
incidents obtained from the Wolf Activity Reports frequently placing the incident in the center
of a section, which both buffer shapes contained. The square buffer was preferred based on its
consistency with the underlying Public Land Survey System (USGS, https://nationalmap.gov/
small_scale/a_plss.html) layer containing the spatial subdivisions we based our three spatial

Fig 2. Measuring recurrence between depredation events at multiple spatial scales. Each small
rectangle is a section (1 mile2). Each oval is a single event of verified depredation. A 1 indicates the first of
such events in its vicinity and year, and higher numbers are subsequent events in chronological order of
occurrence in the same year. The intervention is shown with colored ovals: lethal (black), non-lethal
intervention (open); and events within the same section are depicted as overlapping each other partially (1 and
2 in A; 1 and 5 or 3 and 4 in B). A: Smallest scale of analysis where the vicinity is limited to the section. Datum 1
stratum 1 measures the number of days between events 1 and 2 with lethal intervention. Because there is no
event 3 within the vicinity, datum 1 stratum 2 measures the number of days between event 2 and the end of the
calendar year but switches to non-lethal intervention (open oval). B: Medium-scale of analysis where rectangles
are sections in a township (36 miles2 centered on event 1). Solid black grid lines indicate buffer around event 1;
dotted gray lines indicate buffer around event 2; black dot-dashed lines indicate overlap between buffers.
Because event 1 and event 2 are not in the same township-sized buffer, they generate datum 1 and datum 2
with lethal intervention and non-lethal intervention, respectively. Datum 1 stratum 1 measures the number of
days between event 1 and event 3. Although event 3 is also within the buffer of event 2 (within black dot-dashed
lines), it was assigned to event 1 because it was nearest by Euclidean distance. We did not measure the
number of days between events 2 and 3 because event 3 was already used to create datum 1 stratum 1; in this
way, we avoided double-counting events. Next, events 3 and 4 are collapsed (treated as a single event)
because they occurred in the same section sequentially. Because event 3 was followed by lethal intervention
(black oval), the resulting single collapsed event was classified as lethal intervention. We then measure datum
1 stratum 2 as the number of days between event 4 and 5, remembering that the collapsed event is classified
as lethal even though 4 is followed by non-lethal intervention (any collapsed set of events with a lethal
intervention event among them is assigned to the lethal intervention set). Finally, datum 1 stratum 3 is
measured by the number of days between event 5 and the end of the calendar year and assigned to non-lethal
intervention. If event 2 had zero other events in its township area (not shown), then datum 2 stratum 1 would be
measured to the end of the calendar year. A similar process was followed for the largest spatial scale of
neighborhood of townships (320 miles2).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189729.g002
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scales on. We measured delay to recurrence in that buffer, repeating the process for subsequent
depredation events using each event’s buffer (i.e., a moving window). The process of assigning
depredation events at scales larger than the section (Fig 2) was designed to avoid pseudo-repli-
cation (once the effect of a pair of events was measured at a lower scale, that estimate of delay
to recurrence was never used again at larger scales).

The use of three spatial scales allowed us to detect depredation recurrence beyond the origi-
nal sites (spill-over effects) following interventions. Our process for collapsing depredation
events (Fig 2) produced a conservative assessment of spill-over effects because we eliminated
pseudo-replication of estimates of risk of recurrence across scales. The disadvantage of our
approach was declining sample sizes that reduced the power of the tests at larger scales and
thereby potentially increased Type II error.

Statistical tests

We measured delay to recurrence in days between each pair of successive depredation events
as in Figs 2 and 3, and produced survival functions for each treatment following Hosmer,
Lemenshow & May [31]. A survival function describes the probability of observing a time
interval between two depredation events, T, greater than some stated value t, S(t) = P(T>t),
where t is days. Thus, survival functions provide, for every time t, the probability of ‘surviving’

Fig 3. Transforming depredation records to a survival analysis format. We present lethal interventions
(triangles) and non-lethal interventions (squares) connected by a dashed line that measures the delay to
recurrence or censorship (circles). We illustrate using data from two subsequent years. Subjects are identified as
combinations of vicinity (section, township or neighborhood) and year (i.e.: section s1-2002) on the y-axis. The
first figure for each subject represents when the first depredation event in that year occurred, which is the date
follow-up started for that ‘section-year’. Each subject then follows a chronology of subsequent depredation events
through the year, treated with either intervention. Stratum 1 considers the initial intervention implemented and the
delay to recurrence to the next depredation event, or censoring if no other events occurred (i.e.: first figure to
second figure in dashed line for each subject). Stratum 2 considers the next sequence of depredation events (i.e.:
delay from second figure to third figure). Due to our construction of subjects, a particular section (sections 1, 2, 4
and 6, for example) can appear in multiple years, represented with a different ‘section-year’ combination (for
example, s1-2002 and s1-2003).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189729.g003
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(in this case, not experiencing a depredation event) up to that time, and describe these proba-
bility distributions (survival distributions). Survival analysis comprises a set of statistical meth-
ods used to quantify and test survival function differences between treatment groups of
subjects [32].

At the smallest spatial scale, we defined our subjects as the sections in which depredations
occurred. Thus, sections are analogous in biomedical research to the patient receiving treat-
ments. In this case, the section receives lethal or non-lethal treatment of wolves. Note that this
differs from prior research that defined wolf pack territories as the subjects [4].

Subjects enter the analysis after the initial depredation event, and remain in the analysis
until December 31st of that year; hence, our subjects arise from a particular vicinity (i.e., sec-
tion, township or neighborhood) in a particular calendar-year (1998 to 2014) (Fig 3). Depreda-
tion events, along with their respective treatments and measures of recurrence were organized
into strata based on their order of occurrence for each subject (Fig 2). Each year a new set of
strata was created, starting with stratum 1 again. The end of each calendar year represented a
‘reset’ point after which we assumed independence of subjects because both wolves and live-
stock are mostly removed from each other’s reach until the next grazing period. Based on this
classification of subjects and strata, we clustered our analysis on a unique identifier reflecting a
particular vicinity-year combination, e.g., ID_TRS_Yr [33]. This approach accounts for poten-
tial spatial and temporal auto-correlation among strata within subjects, e.g., all depredation
events for the same subject experienced during a particular year are assumed correlated. It also
avoids pseudo-replication of observed depredation events from the same subject as if they
were independent of other depredation events in that same year, e.g., ID_TRS_2000’s stratum
1 and stratum 2 observations are correctly identified as belonging to the same subject, rather
than belonging to two different subjects (pseudo-replication). In the Discussion, we examine
potential pseudo-replication concerns in our dataset and in prior approaches.

We employed general and stratified log-rank tests (Chi-squared statistic) to compare the
survival distributions for delay to recurrence in both treatments. We then used a conditional
Cox recurrent event, gap time model [31] to compare the associations between treatments and
risk of recurrence. The Cox model allowed us to estimate hazard ratios (HR) for relative risk of
recurrence between treatments by characterizing how the hazard function (H) changed as a
function of survival time and subject covariates; S(t) = e-H(t,x,ß), where t is study time (the
period of observation or follow-up period after inclusion in study until end of the calendar
year), x is a covariate we describe below, and ß is the parameter estimate of x.

The stratified conditional Cox model accounts for risk of recurrence for the ith depreda-
tion event being influenced by the occurrence of a previous (i-1)th depredation event and the
treatment following it, so that each subject is included in the risk set (the number of subjects
experiencing a depredation event) for the ith depredation event only if it experienced the
(i-1)th depredation event. For example, in our section-scale analysis, 31 subjects experienced a
first recurrent depredation event, whereas 120 did not experience any recurrence (Stratum 1,
Tables B & C in S1 File).

The stratified Cox model considers only those subjects experiencing that first recurrent
depredation event in the second stratum (Stratum 2, n = 31; Table A in S1 File), repeating the
process for subsequent strata until end of the calendar year. The stratified Cox model allowed
us to estimate general treatment effects while accounting for event order and the treatment
applied to the previous event.

We ran univariate and multivariate conditional Cox models at each spatial scale. Univariate
models included only our response variable (delay to recurrence) comparing our two treat-
ments, whereas multivariate models incorporated calendar year. Including calendar year was
essential because the gray wolf was down-listed to threatened in Michigan on April 1, 2003,
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and subsequently went through 12 or more reclassifications and permit issuances that pre-
cluded or allowed wolf-killing by the state ([34], and Table 1]) as the protection afforded
wolves was reduced or increased.

Given that treatment effects could change over time as wolves, livestock, people, and ecosys-
tems might change with environmental conditions, we also ran multivariate models incorpo-
rating a time-varying covariate (tvc) for treatments [31]. Our tvc consists of an interaction of
treatment with study time. The use of a tvc is strongly recommended for evaluating and han-
dling non-proportional hazards (PH), given PH is an underlying assumption of survival
modelling [31]. A non-proportional hazard occurs when the treatment effect changes over
time (instead of remaining constant) relative to the pseudo-control, so that the hazard ratio for
the treatment changes over time. Hence, if the parameter estimate for the tvc were found to be
significant, the conditional Cox model with tvc would be more robust and reliable than with-
out the tvc because it corrected for non-proportional hazards in our treatments. When the tvc
is not significant, its inclusion in the model is not warranted.

Authorities on stratified Cox models also express concerns about strong inference depend-
ing on the risk set per stratum [31, 35]. The latter authors did not settle on a particular number
observations per treatment per stratum; however, the Cox models depend on a measure of var-
iability within-strata to detect deviations from chance differences between treatments, there-
fore we excluded strata with<10 depredation events or which lacked events for both
treatments. This conservative step left us with 3 strata at the section scale, 1 stratum at the
township scale, and 2 strata at the neighborhood scales (S1 File). Thus, our final sample at the
section scale consisted of 151 subjects (independent section-years) with 199 depredation
events, including 56 recurrent depredation events; the final sample at the township scale con-
sisted of 125 subjects with 125 depredation events, including 24 recurrent depredation events;
and the final sample at the neighborhood scale consists of 106 subjects with 125 depredation
events, including 25 recurrent depredation events (S1 File).

We assessed the robustness of models to within-subject correlation by running a variant of
a random-effects approach called frailty models ([35]; S2 File). If high-risk and low-risk farms
exist due to factors extrinsic to treatments, years, or the tvc, then subject identity should
inform gap time models [17, 36]. Frailty models assess the goodness of fit of the treatment vari-
able by including random effects of subject identity [35], which is considered useful when
recurrence time might be influenced by unmeasured factors [31, 37].

We also built models with subsets of the data to evaluate potential confounding effects and
robustness of the primary models described above. We built a model with data ‘post-2003’,
after lethal management was episodically permitted, and by reclassifying lethal management
with zero wolves killed as ‘lethal’ because the infrastructure and attendant human influences
would be the same whenever traps were laid regardless if wolves were live-trapped and killed.
We refer to the latter condition as ‘traps placed’. We present alternative models in supporting
information (S2–S4 Files).

Finally, we used Spearman rank correlations (rs) to correlate delay to recurrence with num-
ber of wolves killed for lethal treatments only and for ‘traps placed’. We conducted all analyses
in Stata 14 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, 2015; protocol DOI: 10.17504/protocols.io.
j2rcqd6).

Results

Between 1998 and May 2014 there were 199 depredations in Michigan with as many manage-
ment interventions. Of the 199, 31 resulted in lethal intervention (16%) and 168 resulted in
non-lethal intervention (84%) (Fig 1).
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Section scale

Log rank tests could not distinguish the survival functions between treatments (df = 1, general
survival functions test: χ2 = 0.27, P = 0.604; stratified [by order of depredation events for sub-
jects] test: χ2 = 0.48, P = 0.488; Table 2). All univariate (treatment only) and multivariate (treat-
ment and calendar-year) Cox models suggest that lethal intervention was associated with a
non-significant reduction in risk of recurrence when compared to non-lethal intervention
(Table 3). The section-scale models including a time-varying covariate (tvc) were not signifi-
cant, so the PH assumption was not violated (tvc P>0.05). The multivariate model including
treatment and year suggests lethal intervention only weakly reduced risk of recurrence (slow-
ing recurrence) by 27%, but that was not a statistically significant difference (HR = 0.73,
P = 0.326; Table 3). This model also revealed an increasing risk of recurrence (hastening recur-
rence) by 9% each calendar-year (HR = 1.09, P = 0.022). Lethal intervention was not signifi-
cantly different from non-lethal intervention in our frailty model (HR = 0.48, P = 0.158;
Table A in S2 File), with the model suggesting significant frailty (omitted or unobserved

Table 2. General and stratified log-rank (χ2) tests examining difference between treatments’ (lethal and non-lethal) survival distributions (measur-
ing risk of recurrence) after wolf depredations, for all spatial scales.

Spatial scale of analysis

Section Township Neighborhood

SUBJECTS AND ’FAILURES’

TOTAL DEPREDATION EVENTS 199 125 125

Failures (recurrent events) 56 24 25

SURVIVAL FUNCTIONS

Log rank test (χ2) 0.27 1.44 0.08

p-val 0.603 0.23 0.772

Stratified Log-rank test (χ2) 0.48 - 0.28

p-val 0.488 - 0.593

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189729.t002

Table 3. Main results of Cox models measuring risk of recurrence between treatments (lethal and non-lethal) implemented after wolf depredations,
for all spatial scales.

Spatial scale of analysis

Section Township Neighborhood

PROPORTIONAL HAZARD MODELS Interv Interv & year Interv Interv & year Interv Interv & year

Standard cox (stratified)

Intervention HR (SD) 0.77 (0.22) 0.73 (0.23) 0.48 (0.308) 0.46 (0.29) 0.80 (0.340) 0.72 (0.34)

p-val 0.36 0.326 0.255 0.224 0.644 0.486

year HR (SD) - 1.09 (0.04)* - 1.05 (0.05) - 1.14 (0.07)*
p-val - 0.022 - 0.28 - 0.024

Standard cox with tvc (stratified)

Intervention HR (SD) 0.48 (0.21)* 0.46 (0.21) 1.87 (1.47) 1.78 (1.38) 0.84 (0.62) 0.80 (0.63)

p-val 0.099 0.091 0.425 0.458 0.818 0.778

tvc(Intervention) HR (SD) 1.01 (0.01)* 1.01 (0.01) 0.97 (0.01)** 0.97 (0.01)** 0.99 (0.01) 1.00 (0.01)

p-val 0.057 0.068 0.001 0.001 0.928 0.852

year HR (SD) - 1.09 (0.04)* - 1.05 (0.05) - 1.14 (0.07)*
p-val - 0.023 - 0.281 - 0.023

Significance

* if p-val < .05

** if < .01.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189729.t003
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covariates) remaining in the model (P = 0.006). For those depredation events followed by
lethal intervention, we found no correlation between delay to recurrence and the number of
wolves killed (Spearman’s rho = 0.107, P = 0.559, Table 4; ‘traps placed’: Spearman’s
rho = 0.076, P = 0.657; Table C in S3 File).

Township scale

Our dataset consisted of 125 depredations, 26 followed by lethal intervention (21%) and 99 fol-
lowed by non-lethal intervention (79%). Log rank tests could not distinguish the survival functions
between treatments (df = 1, general test: χ2 = 1.44, P = 0.23; Table 2). Likewise, all Cox models
revealed no significant differences between treatments (Table 3). The township-scale models
including a tvc were significant, suggesting the PH assumption was violated (tvc P<0.05). Hence,
we focus our analysis on the model including the tvc. Lethal intervention increased risk (hastening
recurrence) by 22%, but this was not statistically significant (treatment HR = 1.78, P = 0.458). How-
ever, our tvc, which accounts for non-proportional hazards, hints at a minimal (3%) reduction in
risk over follow-up time (tvc HR = 0.97, P = 0.001). Calendar-year was not significant (HR = 1.05,
P = 0.281). Differences between treatments were not significant in our frailty model (HR = 0.45,
P = 0.242; Table A in S2 File). For those events followed by lethal intervention, we found no corre-
lation between delay to recurrence and the number of wolves killed (Spearman’s rho = 0.212,
P = 0.299, Table 4; ‘traps placed’: Spearman’s rho = 0.233, P = 0.224; Table C in S3 File).

Neighborhood scale

Our dataset consisted of 125 depredations, 26 followed by lethal intervention (21%) and 99 fol-
lowed by non-lethal intervention (79%). Again, log rank tests could not distinguish survival
functions between treatments (general test: χ2 = 0.08, P = 0.772; stratified test: χ2 = 0.28,
P = 0.594). Similarly, all Cox models revealed no differences between treatments (Table 2).
The neighborhood-scale models including a tvc were not significant, so the PH assumption
was not violated (tvc P>0.05). Lethal intervention only weakly reduced the risk of recurrence
(slowing recurrence) by 28% but this difference was not significant (treatment HR = 0.72,
P = 0.486; Table 3). We found a statistically significant increase in risk of recurrence (hastening
recurrence) of 14% every calendar-year (HR = 1.14, P = 0.024). The frailty model showed no
significant differences between treatments (HR = 0.80, P = 0.67; Table A in S2 File).

For those events followed by lethal intervention, we found no evidence of a correlation
between time to recurrence and the number of wolves killed (Spearman’s rho = 0.295,
P = 0.135, Table 4; ‘traps placed’: Spearman’s rho = 0.161, P = 0.395; Table C in S3 File).

For all spatial scales, all effects of treatment remained consistent for the ‘traps placed’ condi-
tion, when limiting the data to post-2003 depredation events, ‘skip-a-year’ dataset and when
removing a special case (S2–S4 Files).

Discussion

We retrospectively evaluated whether lethal interventions by the State of Michigan in response
to wolf predation on domestic animals (depredations) between 1998–2014 resulted in lower

Table 4. Spearman correlation between delay to recurrence and number of wolves killed after depredation events followed by lethal intervention
(wolves killed� 0), for all spatial scales.

Section Township Neighborhood

Spearman’s rho 0.107 0.212 0.295

p-val 0.5591 0.2994 0.1354

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0189729.t004
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risk of recurrence of depredations than if no wolves were killed. We found the delay to recur-
rence of depredations was unrelated to the number of wolves killed at all spatial scales. We
found lethal management did not significantly shorten or lengthen the interval to the next
depredation relative to non-lethal interventions. A small, statistically insignificant reduction in
the risk of depredation at the section level was offset by a similar and also statistically insignifi-
cant increase in the risk of depredation at the township scale, which is about half the size of a
wolf pack territory, and then a similar decrease in risk at the scale of neighborhoods of town-
ships, which are four times larger than the average wolf pack territory [30]. None of these dif-
ferences were statistically significant using a battery of tests.

Our methods or alternative models accounted for potential violations of the proportional
hazards assumption, unlike a prior study of wolves in the Northern Rocky Mountains (see
below); accounted for within-subject correlation; were unaffected when we restricted analysis
to the period after 2003 when lethal interventions first became legal; and accounted for a
change in definition of lethal methods to include the installation of lethal methods that did not
kill any wolves (S3 File). There is evidence for the effect of lethal intervention changing slightly
over the course of a single calendar year at the township scale, through a minimal reduction in
risk over follow-up time. We also detected variation between individual farms in their time to
recurrence of depredations. Given the apparent, net ineffectiveness of lethal intervention and
the uncertainty about potential biases in a retrospective analysis of sparsely documented gov-
ernment interventions, we recommend ethical, gold-standard, random-assignment experi-
ments be used before further lethal management is authorized to prevent depredations.

Overall, our analysis suggests that any potential beneficial effects of lethal interventions
locally would be offset by detrimental effects for neighboring farms in the same township. If
the small, local improvements were considered biologically, ethically, or economically impor-
tant to one farm, then one would also have to admit the associated costs to neighboring farms
and the biological, ethical and economic importance to that farm. Therefore, given the evi-
dence available, we cannot conclude that lethal management had the desired effect of prevent-
ing future livestock losses.

Over the 17 years of our study, the risk of depredation increased by 9 and 14% per year at
the section and neighborhood (smallest and largest) scales, respectively, in our main dataset.
However, this effect of year is insignificant in our post-2003 dataset (S4 File). In addition to
changes in wolf densities locally that may have occurred, there may also have been changes in
proportion of pasture, prey density, land cover, farm size, road density, among other variables
that predict depredations at local scales [17, 38]. Also, prior work indicated smaller packs were
more often implicated in livestock depredations than larger packs [23]. Therefore, the notion
that higher densities of wolves locally will result in more depredations is not well supported, as
opposed to the idea that a recolonizing population encounters more livestock as a result of
recolonizing more and more of their historic range over time.

We present our results guardedly rather than as a definitive conclusion about effectiveness
because of insurmountable uncertainties about the government data. Retrospective analyses to
evaluate the effectiveness of interventions to prevent predation on livestock are fraught with
uncertainty because of various biases or challenges presented by field conditions [2]. For
example, treatments were not assigned randomly and changing conditions over time locally
were not documented. The unintentional error may have been random but we are unable to
rule out systematic error (bias), whether intentional or unintentional. The government dataset
we analyzed had undocumented variability in data collection and intervention, including pos-
sible systematic selection bias affecting which areas received which interventions.

Selection (or enrollment) bias would arise if subjects entered the study under varying con-
ditions that affected outcomes. All sections containing farms (subjects) entered our study
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because of a verified depredation, but subjects entered at different times and some farm owners
might have responded to depredations in undocumented ways including poaching wolves.
Likewise, attrition bias would arise if subjects left the study for reasons that were not random
with respect to their outcomes. This would occur systematically if a subset of the interventions
led farmers not to complain in the future despite facing depredations, or to take matters into
their own hands, as above. Compensation was offered throughout the study as well as state-
financed non-lethal deterrence when lethal intervention was unavailable, so attrition by with-
holding complaints seems unlikely to have been frequent or widespread. However, we would
guess that non-intervention might be construed as unhelpful by complainants, leading some of
them to intervene independently. We consider unreported wolf-killings to be a more pro-
nounced confounding variable after 2003, when state lethal management was allowed (Table 1),
substantiated by a recent inference that allowing state killing of wolves seems to have potentially
increased poaching of Michigan and Wisconsin wolves [34]. By definition, poaching can only
confound tests of non-lethal deterrence because poaching following lethal intervention would
only increase the number of wolves killed (undetectably in our context), but not change the
nature of that lethal intervention. We do not see how poaching could confound the apparent
reversal of effects of lethal control across our three geographic scales of analysis.

Furthermore, treatment bias would arise if methods of intervention were not standardized.
Treatment bias certainly arose among non-lethal deterrents because different complainants
received different types of non-lethal methods and we do not know if they maintained or
installed the methods appropriately or identically. Non-lethal deterrents were presumably nego-
tiated with complainants and therefore most prone to treatment bias that would confound our
results. However, only 8% of our eventual sample received non-lethal deterrents. Moreover, we
have no data on other deterrents or precautions unilaterally implemented by complainants.
Lethal interventions were more uniform in method [20] but we did not receive precise, detailed
information on implementation (number of trap-nights, exact locations, etc.). Moreover, if
lethal interventions were spatially segregated from other types of interventions, then selection
bias might have applied systematically because farms perceived to be higher-risk might have
received lethal interventions preferentially and also be expected to have recurrent depredations.
This might have resulted in significant, between-subject variability. Such a bias would not
explain the spill-over effect we detected. Intermittent authority for lethal intervention led to the
same spatial units receiving all types of intervention (S1 Data File). Given that authority for the
state to kill wolves after verified depredations was granted or withheld by federal decisions unre-
lated to area attributes or recent depredation complaints and in several years of the study even
high-risk areas received no interventions [16], it seems unlikely that lethal control authority for
Michigan coincided with risky years. Therefore, any treatment bias (intervening lethally at sites
that were inherently more likely to have recurrence of depredation) would have to occur at the
spatiotemporal scale of individual farms within years. We addressed within-subject variability
using a frailty model (S2 File), which revealed the presence of confounding effects at the section
level, but the treatment effect remained statistically insignificant.

Finally, wolf abundance was unlikely to confound our tests because the number of wolves
within our spatial units was unlikely to change substantially from one incident to the next
within a small area within one year.

In sum, we find ample reason to expect confounding variables would weaken inference
from a retrospective, quasi-experimental test of interventions to prevent livestock loss. Our
attempts to detect and screen for biases were necessarily imperfect because we could not assign
treatments randomly nor could we retrospectively assess if interventions were assigned hap-
hazardly or subjectively. Our analyses controlled for variation in risk due to time and inter-
farm differences using tvc and frailty models (S2 File), but could not ultimately control for
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transient changes in risk associated with wolves, people, or other wildlife. Moreover, we were
not able to account for illegal wolf-killing that might have added to treatment bias affecting
non-lethal interventions.

Nevertheless, there is value in the scientific examination of on-the-ground programs of
predator management as they are actually carried out by the organizations that discharge
them. Avoidance of selection, treatment or measurement biases would require enforcement of
strict protocols that are rare worldwide [2, 39–41]. In addition to understanding how the
strongest inference arises from gold-standard experiments without bias, wildlife managers
have a responsibility to continually evaluate their particular actions and policies to ascertain if
they are effective at accomplishing the goals set by the broadest society, and to remedy or ter-
minate them if they are found to be ineffective, as evidence-based policy-making demands.

An example of a gold-standard design that might achieve strong inference would be ran-
dom-assignment of treatment to different, large areas (e.g., 324 km2) with uniform treatments,
in which measurement is unbiased by blinding or independent, third party monitors, and data
analysis is conducted by independent, third-party analysts without financial conflicts of inter-
est involving the government or livestock industry. However, such an experiment would have
to address the ethical implications for both animals and people of removing wild animals, pos-
sibly exposing more livestock to spill-over effects, and the broad public interest in preserving
both wildlife and livelihoods. A step in that direction, albeit imperfect, may be to temporarily
relocate predators to captivity until the analysis period ended in each area.

If our results are supported by a gold-standard experiment, we propose a hypothesis for
two long-standing phenomena about human perceptions of conflicts with predators and the
perceived effectiveness of interventions. We observe that killing predators is widely perceived
to be effective (e.g., in our region: [42, 43], yet afterwards real and perceived risks appear to
increase [44]. The spill-over effect may be responsible. Our hypothesis builds on the idea first
articulated by Haber [45] that killing wolves can trigger pack disruption which might lead to
more livestock predation than done by intact packs. If our inference about spill-over effects is
confirmed, then we hypothesize that the perceived effectiveness of lethal methods stems from
a few livestock owners who report preventive benefits, while neighboring livestock owners
report increasing losses because of the spill-over effect from the former farms. The adverse
effects of killing wolves as a response to depredations might thereby be obscured by anecdotal
accounts and misperceptions.

Our results appear to contradict those of the [4] in the Northern Rocky Mountains (NRM)
for the period 1989–2012. Although [4] conducted similar survival analyses, they found lethal
methods significantly reduced the risk of recurrence, and that killing an entire wolf pack was
more effective than the killing of a subset of members of a pack. They reported only a marginal
difference between partial pack removal and no removal if wolves were killed within the first 7
days following a depredation event and no difference if 14 days elapsed. Most lethal interven-
tions in Michigan were probably partial pack removals (median wolves killed = 1, S1 Data
File) so our results are consistent. However, other differences in results between their study
and ours could be due to different sites and methods.

The analysis in [4] included more varied methods of lethal intervention and the landscapes
differ (theirs being mountainous and wider while Michigan’s is flatter and surrounded by
water on three sides, with attendant differences in vegetation, lake effects, human population
density, wolf migration, livestock husbandry practices, etc.). In addition, the survival analyses
employed by [4] differed from ours in ways that we could not resolve despite several email
exchanges with the lead author and the analyst co-author.

First, [4] did not account for treatment effects beyond a single spatial scale (see Box 1).
Their analysis was restricted to the affected wolf pack territory, despite their own reports that
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killing wolves had at times scattered surviving pack members beyond their original territory
[10, 13, 46]. This previous research would argue for an analysis that examined neighboring
areas potentially affected by spill-over from scattered survivors.

Second, apparent shortcomings of the statistical modeling in [4] may have affected its
results. Their measure of delay to recurrence for full pack removals spans the time from death
of the last pack member to the time when a new pack attacked livestock in the same territory.
This measure of delay to next depredation artificially inflates effectiveness because it incorpo-
rates a potentially long timespan before a new pack establishes, which probably includes many
time-consuming events unrelated to the intervention (e.g., immigration, breeding). By con-
trast, our method censored observations at the end of each year, so subjects were compared on
a more-equal footing after intervention. For partial removal and no removal interventions in
[4], the territory was still occupied by wolves so delays probably did not include as many time-
consuming demographic events (if any). Although we understand that their intent was to ana-
lyze if depredations could be delayed for longer by killing entire wolf packs, we would argue
that the appropriate control for the evaluation of this intervention would be sites with suitable
wolf habitat but without an established pack because of events unrelated to killing wolves, such
as recolonization of vacant habitat.

Using a biomedical analogy, [4] identified the hospital bed (the pack territory) as the subject
rather than the patient (the wolf pack), regardless if the wolf pack is the same or if it dies and is
replaced by a new pack. Researchers continued measuring the delay to the next infection
(depredation) in that bed over time, without correcting for the delay to arrival of a new patient
to that bed if a previous patient dies. The delay to the next infection once a patient dies is con-
tingent on the arrival of a new patient to that empty bed, which has little to do with the inter-
vention implemented to the bed other than making it available for a new patient (with full
pack removal). By contrast, in our study the patient (area) is the only patient, each infection
receives a treatment, and delay to next infection is always measured for the same patient with a
reset each year.

Third, differences with [4] could also potentially arise from different handling of the pro-
portional hazards (PH) assumption. We evaluated the compliance of our models with the PH
assumption through the inclusion of a time-varying covariate (tvc) [31]. A significant tvc
affects both our treatment hazard ratios and their significance, (e.g., Table 3). We assume
that [4]’s team employed other model diagnostics to evaluate their compliance with the PH
assumption, but they did not report such diagnostic tests. Until the summary data are pub-
lished, we cannot agree with the conclusions in [4].

Finally, some might argue that by defining our subjects as area-years and including the
same area over different years we pseudo-replicated non-independent samples. In our dataset,
only 16 out of 106 sections had depredation incidents in multiple years. To address that con-
cern, we built an alternative model in which areas were omitted in succeeding years (S5 File).
Results for this dataset are consistent with our main results at the section scale (S5 File).

Conclusions

Lethal interventions by the State of Michigan against wolves in the vicinities of verified live-
stock losses did not appear to reduce future losses. We view our findings as preliminary
pending experiments with stronger inference. Our inferences could not overcome a lack of
systematic information on government interventions and no effort to control for their treat-
ments, despite a call for such shortly after the legalization of lethal removal of wolves in 2003
[47]. We detected a potential spill-over of depredations from the farm receiving lethal inter-
vention onto neighboring farms. Given this evidence for interactions in depredations over
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significant areas, we must look with skepticism upon any previous or future results which ana-
lyze the functional effectiveness of lethal control but do not take these spatial relationships into
account. Further, given the severe ethical issues involved in implementing harmful or lethal
interventions, the lack of effectiveness of these interventions argues for their curtailing in favor
of non-lethal alternatives that are effective. In the State of Michigan, there is strong scientific
evidence [2] for the effectiveness of at least two non-lethal methods (fladry and livestock
guarding dogs; 7–8). No peer-reviewed scientific study has ever shown lethal methods to be
effective in Michigan. Indeed, our review of [4] above suggests no study in the USA has yet
proven with strong inference that killing wolves is effective in preventing future livestock losses
[2, 39–41]. Although it may seem obvious that killing a predator whose jaws are about to lock
on a calf should protect the calf, government lethal methods are not implemented in that way.
Virtually all are indirect methods such as traps placed far from the depredation site and long
after a calf is killed. Therefore, rigorous scientific evaluations are a necessary prerequisite
before implementing an intervention, especially given the ethical and legal obligations to bal-
ance protection of livestock and wild animals for the broad public interest. The US Endan-
gered Species Act mandates the use of the “best scientific and commercial data available” when
making conservation and management decision for listed species.

Following recommendations for ethical wildlife management [48, 49], lethal management
should be discontinued, as currently the harm it causes wolves and livestock is not offset by
benefits. If lethal methods are still necessary in some situations [48, 49], these should be con-
stantly monitored and evaluated by independent third parties to measure their effectiveness or
lack thereof [48].
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S1	File:	Distribution	of	observations	and	recurrent	events	between	treatments	and	strata	for	

all	spatial	scales	

	

Section	scale:	At	the	section	scale,	we	restricted	analyses	to	3	strata	due	to	lack	of	depredation	

events	(n<10)	in	subsequent	strata	(Table	A).	

Table	A.	Number	of	depredation	events	per	intervention	type,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Intervention	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	 S4	 S5	 S6	 S7	 S8	 S9	 S10	 S11	 S12	
Lethal	 23	 3	 5	 1	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		
Non-lethal	 128	 28	 12	 7	 4	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 1	

	

Table	B.	Number	of	censored	(0)	and	recurrent	(1)	depredation	events	for	non-lethal	treatment,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Rec	event	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	 S4	 S5	 S6	 S7	 S8	 S9	 S10	 S11	 S12	
0	 100	 12	 8	 3	 1	 		 		 		 		 		 2	 1	
1	 28	 16	 4	 4	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 1	 		

	

Table	C.	Number	of	censored	(0)	and	recurrent	(1)	depredation	events	for	lethal	treatment,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Rec	event	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	 S4	
0	 20	 2	 1	 1	
1	 3	 1	 4	 		
	

	

	

	

Township	scale:	At	the	township	scale,	we	restricted	analyses	to	one	strata	due	to	lack	of	

depredation	events	for	both	treatments	in	stratum	2	(Tables	D-F).	

Table	D.	Number	of	depredation	events	per	type	of	intervention	type,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Intervention	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	
Lethal	 26	 2	 		
Non-lethal	 99	 22	 3	
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Table	E.	Number	of	censored	(0)	and	recurrent	(1)	depredation	events	for	non-lethal	treatment,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Rec	event	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	
0	 78	 19	 3	
1	 21	 3	 		

	

Table	F.	Number	of	censored	(0)	and	recurrent	(1)	depredation	events	for	lethal	treatment,	by	strata	(S#)	

		
Number	of	

observations	(n)	

Rec	event	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	
0	 23	 2	
1	 3	 		

	

	

Neighborhood	scale:	At	the	neighborhood	scale,	we	restricted	analyses	to	2	strata	due	to	lack	

of	depredation	events	(n<10)	in	subsequent	strata	(Table	G).	

Table	G.	Number	of	depredation	events	per	type	of	intervention	type,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Intervention	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	 S4	
Lethal	 20	 6	 1	 		
Non-lethal	 86	 13	 5	 1	

	

Table	H.	Number	of	censored	(0)	and	recurrent	(1)	depredation	events	for	non-lethal	treatment,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Rec	event	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	 S4	
0	 72	 8	 4	 1	
1	 15	 5	 1	 		

	

Table	I.	Number	of	censored	(0)	and	recurrent	(1)	depredation	events	for	lethal	treatment,	by	strata	(S#)	

		 Number	of	observations	(n)	

Rec	event	/	Stratum	 S1	 S2	 S3	
0	 15	 5	 1	
1	 4	 1	 		
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S2	File:	Results	from	frailty	models,	for	all	spatial	scales	

	 Frailty	models	evaluate	the	goodness	of	fit	of	the	treatment	variable	including	within-

subject	random	effects	that	might	confound	the	effect	of	treatment	[35].	In	our	context,	frailty	

models	assume	that	there	are	high-risk	and	low-risk	subjects	due	to	factors	extrinsic	to	

treatments	or	individual	depredation	events	[17,	36].	Frailty	models	are	useful	when	survival	

time	is	influenced	by	unmeasured	factors	[31,	37].	Important	differences	between	subjects	can	

confound	the	apparent	effect	of	treatment	[35].	Our	frailty	model	results	supported	our	main	

models,	showing	an	insignificant	reduction	in	risk	of	recurrence	following	lethal	intervention,	at	

all	scales.	Only	the	section	scale	frailty	model	revealed	high	heterogeneity	due	to	within-subject	

effects	(Table	A).	The	section	scale	of	our	models	is	precisely	the	level	at	which	one	would	

expect	the	most	frailty	(within-subject	factors	would	be	felt	at	the	spatial	scale	closest	to	an	

individual	farm).	For	example,	two	farms	with	unusually	high	numbers	of	depredations	(see	S5	

File)	might	have	been	detected	by	our	frailty	model.	Accounting	for	this	heterogeneity	thus	

increased	the	magnitude	of	the	coefficient	for	the	effect	of	the	intervention	(HR	=	52%)	relative	

to	our	main	model,	although	the	coefficient	for	lethal	intervention	remains	statistically	

insignificant.	

	

Table	A.	Results	from	frailty	models	measuring	risk	of	recurrence	between	treatments	(lethal	and	non-lethal)	
implemented	after	depredation	events,	for	all	spatial	scale	

		 Spatial	scale	of	analysis	

		 Section	 Township	 Neighborhood	

Frailty	models	 		 		 		

Intervention	COEF	(SD)	 -0.74	(0.522)	 -0.73	(0.620)	 -0.22	(0.510)	

p-val	 0.158	 0.242	 0.67	

frailty	COEF	(SD)	 4.65	(1.68)**	 0.05	 0.03	

p-val	 0.006	 -	 -	
Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	
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S3	File:	Results	for	‘traps	placed’	dataset	

	 In	the	alternate	‘traps	placed’	model,	non-lethal	management	with	zero	wolves	killed	

was	reclassified	as	‘lethal’	because	the	infrastructure	of	killing	wolves	and	attendant	human	

influences	on	the	habitat	were	treated	as	similar	to	lethal	intervention	in	which	wolves	died.	

	 Log	rank	tests	could	not	distinguish	the	survival	functions	between	treatments	at	any	

spatial	scale	(all	tests	P>0.05,	Table	A).	All	Cox	models	also	echo	our	main	results,	suggesting	a	

statistically	insignificant	effect	of	lethal	intervention	relative	to	no	intervention	(Table	B).	Our	

most	robust	models	at	each	scale	suggest	that	lethal	intervention	was	associated	with	a	

statistically	insignificant	reduction	in	risk	of	recurrence	compared	to	no	intervention	at	the	

section	scale	(treatment	HR=0.76,	P=0.435);	a	non-significant	increase	in	risk	of	recurrence	at	

the	township	scale	(although	the	hazard	ratio	increases),	signaling	a	greater	risk	of	recurrence	

(treatment	HR=2.35,	P=0.247;	tvc	HR=0.96,	P=0.006);	and	a	non-significant	reduction	in	risk	of	

recurrence	at	the	neighborhood	of	townships	scale	(treatment	HR=0.64,	P=0.327).	The	risk	of	

recurrence	also	seemed	to	increase	with	calendar-year	at	all	spatial	scales	(Table	B),	but	this	

effect	was	not	statistically	significant	at	the	township	scale	(P=0.153).	Also,	consistent	with	our	

main	results,	we	found	no	evidence	of	a	correlation	between	delay	to	recurrence	and	the	

number	of	wolves	killed	at	any	spatial	scale	for	those	depredation	events	followed	by	lethal	

intervention	(Spearman’s	rho	P>.05;	Table	C).	

	

Table	A.	General	and	stratified	log-rank	(χ2)	tests	examining	difference	between	treatments’	(lethal	and	non-lethal)	
survival	distributions	(measuring	risk	of	recurrence)	after	wolf	depredations,	for	all	spatial	scales,	for	the	‘traps	
placed’	dataset.	
		 Spatial	scale	of	analysis	

		 Section	 Township	 Neighborhood	

INCIDENTS	AND	'FAILURES'	 		 		 		
TOTAL	DEPREDATION	EVENTS	 199	 125	 125	

Failures	(recurrent	events)	 56	 24	 25	
SURVIVAL	FUNCTIONS	 		 		 		

Log	rank	test	(χ2)	 0.44	 0.86	 0.40	
p-val	 0.5072	 0.3534	 0.5296	

Stratified	Log-rank	test	(χ2)	 0.46	 -	 0.68	
p-val	 0.4989	 -	 0.4094	

Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	
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Table	B.	Main	results	of	Cox	models	measuring	risk	of	recurrence	between	treatments	(lethal	and	non-lethal)	
implemented	after	wolf	depredations,	for	all	spatial	scales,	for	the	‘traps	placed’	dataset.	

		 Spatial	scale	of	analysis	

		 Section	 Township	 Neighborhood	

PROPORTIONAL	HAZARD	MODELS	 Interv	 Interv	&	year	 Interv	 Interv	&	year	 Interv	 Interv	&	year	
Standard	cox	(stratified)	 		 		 		 		 		 		
		Intervention	HR	(SD)	 0.78	(0.26)	 0.76	(0.27)	 0.60	(0.35)	 0.58	(0.33)	 0.69	(0.32)	 0.64	(0.29)	
					p-val	 0.453	 0.435	 0.38	 0.34	 0.430	 0.327	
		year	HR	(SD)	 -	 1.09	(0.04)*	 -	 1.05	(0.05)	 -	 1.14	(0.06)*	
					p-val	 -	 0.022	 -	 0.292	 -	 0.022	
Standard	cox	with	tvc	(stratified)	 		 		 		 		 		 		
		Intervention	HR	(SD)	 0.55	(0.25)	 0.54	(0.26)	 3.46	(2.82)	 3.31	(2.70)	 0.78	(0.57)	 0.75	(0.58)	
					p-val	 0.19	 0.191	 0.128	 0.141	 0.737	 0.711	
		tvc(Intervention)	 1.01	(0.01)	 1.01	(0.01)	 0.95	(0.02)**	 0.95	(0.02)**	 1.00	(0.01)	 1.00	(0.01)	
					p-val	 0.129	 0.15	 0.006	 0.006	 0.821	 0.769	
		year	HR	(SD)	 -	 1.09	(0.04)*	 -	 1.05	(0.05)	 -	 1.14	(0.06)*	
					p-val	 -	 0.023	 -	 0.291	 -	 0.022	

Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	

Table	C.	Spearman	correlation	between	delay	to	recurrence	and	number	of	wolves	killed	after	depredation	events	
followed	by	lethal	intervention	(wolves	killed	>	0),	for	all	spatial	scales,	for	the	‘traps	placed’	dataset.	
		 Section	 Township	 Neighborhood	

Spearman's	rho	 0.076	 0.233	 0.161	

p-val	 0.6571	 0.224	 0.3954	
Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	 	
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S4	File:	Results	for	post-2003	dataset	

	 Below	we	present	results	for	our	alternate	post	2003	dataset.	In	this	dataset,	we	limited	

depredation	events	to	those	occurring	in	or	after	2003,	after	lethal	management	was	

episodically	permitted.	

	 Log	rank	tests	could	not	distinguish	the	survival	functions	between	treatments	at	any	

spatial	scale	(all	tests	P>0.05,	Table	A).	All	Cox	models	are	also	consistent	with	our	main	results,	

suggesting	a	statistically	insignificant	effect	of	lethal	intervention	relative	to	no	intervention	

(Table	B).	Our	most	robust	models	at	each	spatial	scale	suggest	that	lethal	intervention	was	

associated	with	a	statistically	insignificant	reduction	in	risk	of	recurrence	compared	to	no	

intervention	at	the	section	scale	(treatment	HR=0.67,	P=0.187);	a	statistically	insignificant	

increase	in	risk	of	recurrence	at	the	township	scale	(treatment	HR=1.21,	P=0.795;	tvc	HR=0.97,	

P=0.001,	suggesting	minimal	reduction	in	risk	over	follow-up	time);	and	a	statistically	

insignificant	reduction	in	risk	of	recurrence	at	the	neighborhood	of	townships	scale	(treatment	

HR=0.68,	P=0.413).	The	risk	of	recurrence	also	seemed	to	increase	with	calendar-year	at	all	

spatial	scales	(Table	B),	but	this	effect	was	not	statistically	significant	(P>0.05)	at	any	scale	in	

this	dataset.	Also,	consistent	with	our	main	results,	we	found	no	evidence	of	a	correlation	

between	delay	to	recurrence	and	the	number	of	wolves	killed	at	any	spatial	scale	for	those	

depredation	events	followed	by	lethal	intervention	(Spearman’s	rho	P>0.05;	Table	C).	

	

Table	A.	General	and	stratified	log-rank	(χ2)	tests	examining	difference	between	treatments’	(lethal	and	non-lethal)	
survival	distributions	(measuring	risk	of	recurrence)	after	wolf	depredations,	for	all	spatial	scales,	for	the	post	2003	
dataset.	

		 Spatial	scale	of	analysis	

		 Section	 Township	 Neighborhood	

INCIDENTS	AND	'FAILURES'	 		 		 		

TOTAL	DEPREDATION	EVENTS	 174	 103	 103	

Failures	(recurrent	events)	 56	 21	 24	

SURVIVAL	FUNCTIONS	 		 		 		

Log	rank	test	(χ2)	 1.11	 1.94	 0.57	

p-val	 0.2927	 0.1632	 0.4495	

Stratified	Log-rank	test	(χ2)	 1.15	 -	 0.88	

p-val	 0.2845	 -	 0.347	
Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	
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Table	B.	Main	results	of	Cox	models	measuring	risk	of	recurrence	between	treatments	(lethal	and	non-lethal)	
implemented	after	wolf	depredations,	for	all	spatial	scales,	for	the	post	2003	dataset.	

		 Spatial	scale	of	analysis	

		 Section	 Township	 Neighborhood	

PROPORTIONAL	HAZARD	MODELS	 Interv	 Interv	&	year	 Interv	 Interv	&	year	 Interv	 Interv	&	year	

Standard	cox	(stratified)	 		 		 		 		 		 		

		Intervention	HR	(SD)	 0.67	(0.20)	 0.67	(0.20)	 0.43	(0.28)	 0.45	(0.29)	 0.66	(0.31)	 0.68	(0.32)	

					p-val	 0.169	 0.187	 0.188	 0.215	 0.376	 0.413	

		year	HR	(SD)	 -	 1.03	(0.05)	 -	 1.04	(0.08)	 -	 1.09	(0.09)	

					p-val	 -	 0.529	 -	 0.611	 -	 0.284	

Standard	cox	with	tvc	(stratified)	 		 		 		 		 		 		

		Intervention	HR	(SD)	 0.42	(0.19)	 0.42	(0.19)	 1.41	(1.09)	 1.44	(1.41)	 0.71	(0.51)	 0.74	(0.55)	

					p-val	 0.054	 0.059	 0.661	 0.643	 0.632	 0.690	

		tvc(Intervention)	 1.01	(0.01)	 1.01	(0.01)	 0.97	(0.01)**	 0.97	(0.01)**	 1.00	(0.01)	 1.00	(0.01)	

					p-val	 0.071	 0.072	 0.001	 0.001	 0.886	 0.873	

		year	HR	(SD)	 -	 1.03	(0.05)	 -	 1.04	(0.08)	 -	 1.09	(0.09)	

					p-val	 -	 0.533	 -	 0.623	 -	 0.282	
Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	

Table	C.	Spearman	correlation	between	delay	to	recurrence	and	number	of	wolves	killed	after	depredation	events	
followed	by	lethal	intervention	(wolves	killed	>	0),	for	all	spatial	scales,	for	the	post	2003	dataset.	

		 Section	 Township	 Neighborhood	

Spearman's	rho	 0.107	 0.212	 0.295	

p-val	 0.5591	 0.2994	 0.1354	
Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	 	
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S5	File:	Results	for	‘skip-a-year’	dataset	and	outlier	exclusion	

	 Below	we	present	results	for	our	alternate	‘skip-a-year’	model	for	the	section	scale,	

created	to	address	potential	pseudo-replication	concerns.	In	this	model,	sections	are	left	

outside	the	study	for	one	year	if	they	experienced	depredations	during	the	previous	year.	A	

one-year	period	outside	the	study	seems	a	sensible	amount	of	time	for	the	section	to	enter	the	

study	as	a	different	subject	(section-year	combination)	independent	from	its	prior	inclusion..	

	 Consistent	with	our	main	and	supplementary	analyses,	log	rank	tests	could	not	

distinguish	the	survival	functions	between	treatments	at	the	section	scale	(df=1,	general	test:	

χ
2
=0.83,	P=0.363;	stratified	test:	χ

2
=1.27,	P=0.488;	Table	A).	Results	for	our	Cox	models	are	also	

consistent	with	our	main	results,	suggesting	a	statistically	insignificant	effect	of	lethal	

intervention	relative	to	non-lethal	intervention	(Table	B).	The	models	including	tvc	indicate	that	

violating	the	proportional	hazards	assumption	is	not	a	concern	(tvc	P>0.05).	Our	main	model,	

including	treatment	and	year,	shows	that	lethal	intervention	was	associated	with	a	statistically	

insignificant	45%	reduction	in	risk	of	recurrence	compared	to	non-lethal	intervention	at	the	

section	scale	(treatment	HR=0.52,	P=0.145).	The	risk	of	recurrence	also	seemed	to	increase	with	

calendar-year	(HR=1.07;	P=0.104),	but	this	effect	was	not	statistically	significant.	Also	consistent	

with	our	main	results,	we	found	no	evidence	of	a	correlation	between	delay	to	recurrence	and	

the	number	of	wolves	killed	for	those	depredation	events	followed	by	lethal	intervention	

(Spearman’s	rho	P>0.05;	Table	C).	

	 Additionally,	we	ran	our	tests	on	the	dataset	excluding	one	outlier	farm	which	had	an	

atypically	high	number	of	depredations	(see	

http://www.mlive.com/news/index.ssf/2013/11/john_koski_part_1_tour_the_far.html).	

Although	this	restricted	the	analysis	to	one	stratum	at	each	spatial	scale,	the	results	for	both	

section	and	township	echo	our	main	results.	Furthermore,	the	result	for	increased	risk	for	the	

township	scale	became	stronger	(p=0.093)	in	this	model.	
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Table	A.	General	and	stratified	log-rank	(χ2)	tests	examining	difference	between	treatments’	survival	distributions	

at	the	section	level	for	the	‘skip-a-year’	dataset.	

		 		 		

		 Section	

SUBJECTS	AND	'FAILURES'	 		

TOTAL	DEPREDATION	EVENTS	 166	

Failures	(recurrent	events)	 38	

SURVIVAL	FUNCTIONS	 		

Log	rank	test	(χ2)	 0.83	

p-val	 0.3633	

Stratified	Log-rank	test	(χ2)	 1.27	

p-val	 0.2602	

Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	
	
Table	B.	Results	of	Cox	models	at	the	section	level	for	the	‘skip-a-year’	dataset.	

		 		 		

		 Section	

PROPORTIONAL	HAZARD	MODELS	 Interv	 Interv	&	year	
Standard	cox	(stratified)	 		 		

		Intervention	HR	(SD)	 0.55	(0.24)	 0.52	(0.234)	

					p-val	 0.166	 0.145	

		year	HR	(SD)	 -	 1.07	(0.043)	

					p-val	 -	 0.104	

Standard	cox	with	tvc	(stratified)	 		 		

		Intervention	HR	(SD)	 0.51	(0.24)	 0.48	(0.229)	

					p-val	 0.149	 0.125	

		tvc(Intervention)	HR	(SD)	 1.00	(0.009)	 1.00	(0.009)	

					p-val	 0.771	 0.826	

		year	HR	(SD)	 -	 1.07	(0.043)	

					p-val	 -	 0.105	

Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	

Table	C.	Spearman	correlation	between	delay	to	recurrence	and	number	of	wolves	killed	for	depredation	events	

followed	by	lethal	intervention	(wolves	killed	>	0)	at	the	section	level	for	the	‘skip-a-year’	dataset.	

		 Section	

Spearman's	rho	 0.193	

p-val	 0.3547	

Significance:	*	if	p-val	<.05;	**	if	<.01.	
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Supplemental Data 1: Livestock depredation events involving gray wolves in the State of Michigan, USA (1998-2014). 

INC_UID INC_UID 
Date

TRS Intervention(trichotomy) # wolves killed

1 21 05 1998 **N21W26 None

2 26 05 1998 **N23W07 None

3 28 08 1998 **N21W03 None

4 22 04 1999 **N30W13 None

5 1 05 1999 **N30W28 None

6 24 05 1999 **N21W02 None

7 28 09 1999 **N30W08 None

8 17 04 2000 **N33W13 None

9 13 06 2000 **N46W32 None

10 7 07 2000 **N43W17 None

11 21 08 2000 **N21W02 None

12 22 09 2000 **N21W08 None

13 16 09 2001 **N39W08 None

14 17 09 2001 **N47W05 None

15 27 09 2001 **N34W23 None

16 17 01 2002 **N26W19 None

17 23 02 2002 **N35W32 None

18 23 03 2002 **N03W11 None

19 3 06 2002 **N42W10 None

20 20 06 2002 **N41W15 None

21 15 08 2002 **N28W27 None

22 26 08 2002 **N10W03 None

23 19 09 2002 **N34W29 None

24 1 10 2002 **N42W21 None

25 14 10 2002 **N10W09 None

26 25 02 2003 **N26W10 None

27 31 05 2003 **N10W21 None

28 9 07 2003 **N28W14 None

29 17 07 2003 **N35W13 None

30 30 07 2003 **N10W10 Lethal 2

31 4 08 2003 **N10W21 Non-lethal

32 20 08 2003 **N10W18 None

33 25 08 2003 **N10W21 None

34 29 08 2003 **N10W31 None

35 30 08 2003 **N10W18 None

36 2 09 2003 **N10W18 None

37 13 09 2003 **N33W16 None

38 15 09 2003 **N10W18 None

39 30 09 2003 **N03W08 None

40 14 06 2004 **N21W10 Lethal 1

41 22 06 2004 **N23W20 Non-lethal

42 7 07 2004 **N21W34 None

43 27 07 2004 **N21W34 None

44 29 07 2004 **N41W19 Lethal 1

45 6 08 2004 **N13W09 Non-lethal

46 14 08 2004 **N40W14 Lethal 1

47 27 08 2004 **N35W34 Lethal 1
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48 4 09 2004 **N03W01 None

49 15 10 2004 **N03W01 None

50 21 10 2004 **N01W13 None

51 12 04 2005 **N34W21 Lethal 3

52 1 06 2005 **N18W07 None

53 24 07 2005 **N01W35 Lethal 0

54 27 07 2005 **N01W34 Lethal 0

55 29 07 2005 **N13W07 Lethal 1

56 3 10 2005 **N23W07 None

57 23 10 2005 **N20W14 None

58 2 11 2005 **N20W14 None

59 21 02 2006 **N20W10 Non-lethal

60 27 04 2006 **N41W15 None

61 10 05 2006 **N41W15 None

62 21 05 2006 **N34W21 None

63 25 05 2006 **N41W15 Lethal 1

65 29 05 2006 **N39W11 Lethal 1

66 3 06 2006 **N41W15 Lethal 4

68 28 07 2006 **N34W12 Lethal 1

69 10 08 2006 **N34W08 None

70 29 03 2007 **N10W09 None

71 8 05 2007 **N41W15 Lethal 7

72 26 05 2007 **N38W17 Lethal 2

73 17 06 2007 **N01W32 None

74 3 07 2007 **N27W25 Lethal 0

75 6 07 2007 **N41W15 None

76 10 07 2007 **N41W15 Lethal 2

77 17 07 2007 **N10W09 None

78 12 08 2007 **N34W10 Lethal 2

79 17 08 2007 **N34W20 Lethal 1

80 17 08 2007 **N34W12 None

81 20 08 2007 **N34W04 None

82 28 08 2007 **N10W31 None

83 11 10 2007 **N01E24 None

84 22 10 2007 **N01W03 None

85 13 02 2008 **N41W15 Lethal 0

86 25 02 2008 **N41W15 Lethal 4

87 28 03 2008 **N39W09 None

88 11 05 2008 **N34W03 None

89 21 06 2008 **N35W24 None

90 26 06 2008 **N41W15 Lethal 1

91 1 07 2008 **N41W15 None

92 16 07 2008 **N34W29 Lethal 1

93 21 07 2008 **N27W25 None

94 30 07 2008 **N41W15 None

95 4 08 2008 **N10W10 None

96 19 08 2008 **N34W15 None

97 1 09 2008 **N39W11 Lethal 2

98 14 09 2008 **N35W24 None
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99 8 03 2009 **N41W15 Non-lethal

100 27 03 2009 **N41W15 Non-lethal

101 2 04 2009 **N27W35 Non-lethal

102 17 04 2009 **N46W14 Non-lethal

103 1 05 2009 **N41W15 Lethal 1

104 30 07 2009 **N34W22 Lethal 0

105 11 08 2009 **N10W21 Non-lethal

106 26 08 2009 **N41W15 None

107 26 08 2009 **N10W31 Non-lethal

108 13 09 2009 **N10W31 Non-lethal

109 7 10 2009 **N10W31 Non-lethal

110 31 10 2009 **N01W08 None

111 14 11 2009 **N10W09 Non-lethal

112 23 04 2010 **N41W15 None

116 27 04 2010 **N43W12 None

119 3 05 2010 **N41W15 None

122 6 05 2010 **N10W21 Non-lethal

124 9 05 2010 **N25W02 None

125 11 05 2010 **N41W15 None

126 12 05 2010 **N38W18 None

127 12 05 2010 **N41W15 None

128 17 05 2010 **N41W15 None

129 20 05 2010 **N11W34 Non-lethal

130 20 05 2010 **N41W15 None

132 24 05 2010 **N41W15 None

137 2 06 2010 **N11W34 Non-lethal

139 6 06 2010 **N41W15 None

140 7 07 2010 **N10W09 None

142 23 07 2010 **N38W18 None

143 1 08 2010 **N41W15 None

145 8 08 2010 **N47W34 None

146 10 08 2010 **N41W15 None

148 18 08 2010 **N34W12 None

149 19 08 2010 **N38W18 None

150 20 08 2010 **N10W03 Non-lethal

151 26 08 2010 **N25W01 None

152 2 09 2010 **N34W29 None

153 2 09 2010 **N34W20 None

154 4 09 2010 **N34W29 None

155 5 09 2010 **N10W31 None

156 6 09 2010 **N11W34 Non-lethal

157 10 09 2010 **N41W15 None

158 24 11 2010 **N32W01 None

159 28 11 2010 **N10W31 None

160 21 03 2011 **N41W15 None

161 25 03 2011 **N41W15 None

162 29 03 2011 **N41W15 None

163 4 04 2011 **N41W15 None

164 8 04 2011 **N41W15 None
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165 13 04 2011 **N33W33 None

166 15 04 2011 **N41W15 None

167 20 04 2011 **N41W15 None

170 25 04 2011 **N41W15 None

171 25 04 2011 **N38W18 None

173 27 04 2011 **N46W14 None

178 5 05 2011 **N41W15 None

179 6 05 2011 **N34W15 None

180 8 05 2011 **N38W17 None

182 17 05 2011 **N11W34 None

183 25 05 2011 **N38W17 None

184 20 06 2011 **N11W34 None

185 5 07 2011 **N34W20 None

186 15 07 2011 **N11W34 None

187 22 07 2011 **N10W03 None

188 5 08 2011 **N34W12 None

189 6 08 2011 **N10W31 None

190 8 08 2011 **N35W24 None

191 19 08 2011 **N41W15 None

192 21 08 2011 **N35W26 None

193 22 08 2011 **N10W31 None

194 25 08 2011 **N23W04 None

195 25 08 2011 **N41W15 None

196 2 09 2011 **N34W12 None

197 9 10 2011 **N10W31 None

198 8 11 2011 **N01W02 None

199 9 04 2012 **N38W17 Lethal 4

200 19 04 2012 **N47W29 Lethal 1

201 23 04 2012 **N35W29 Lethal 1

202 25 04 2012 **N45W07 None

203 1 05 2012 **N41W15 None

205 7 05 2012 **N41W15 None

206 8 05 2012 **N34W15 None

206.5 28 04 2012 **N34W15 Lethal 1

207 11 05 2012 **N34W29 None

208 14 05 2012 **N38W27 None

209 14 05 2012 **N38W17 None

210 16 05 2012 **N41W15 Lethal 1

211 17 05 2012 **N35W21 None

212 19 05 2012 **N38W17 None

213 22 05 2012 **N34W12 None

214 24 05 2012 **N41W28 Lethal 1

215 25 05 2012 **N35W24 None

216 25 05 2012 **N38W17 None

217 25 05 2012 **N41W15 None

218 2 06 2012 **N34W18 None

219 2 06 2012 **N41W15 None

220 25 06 2012 **N41W15 None

221 14 07 2012 **N41W15 None
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222 14 07 2012 **N10W33 None

224 18 07 2012 **N41W15 None

225 22 07 2012 **N26W26 None

226 23 07 2012 **N10W33 None

227 1 08 2012 **N41W15 None

228 7 08 2012 **N10W33 None

230 27 08 2012 **N41W15 None

231 4 09 2012 **N41W15 None

232 27 09 2012 **N41W15 None

233 8 10 2012 **N11W25 None

234 14 11 2012 **N19W32 None

235 13 04 2013 **N01W10 None

236 29 04 2013 **N35W11 Lethal 2

237 2 05 2013 **N10W15 None

238 14 05 2013 **N34W18 None

239 23 05 2013 **N34W18 Lethal 2

240 7 07 2013 **N03W02 None

241 25 07 2013 **N38W17 None

242 7 08 2013 **N04W33 None

243 9 08 2013 **N41W28 Lethal 1

244 16 08 2013 **N34W29 Lethal 1

245 28 08 2013 **N35W24 None

246 9 09 2013 **N38W17 None

247 17 09 2013 **N36W03 None

248 10 10 2013 **N10W27 None

249 13 10 2013 **N11W25 None

250 16 10 2013 **N10W27 Lethal 1

251 16 10 2013 **N04W15 None

252 31 10 2013 **N02W20 None

253 22 03 2014 **N10W10 None

254 27 03 2014 **N38W17 None

255 1 04 2014 **N10W10 None

256 27 04 2014 **N38W17 None

258 16 05 2014 **N33W30 None

259 23 05 2014 **N38W17 None

260 27 05 2014 **N10W15 None


